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Day 21 SEWING/STITCHES (A/R) 
Meaning: Sewing or stitches symbolizes surviving, wounds are healed, or pieces are 
placed together (A), or if threads or stitches are not sewn, or are pulled or broken, 
or is a threat or an ongoing trauma (R).  
see different artworks: ASL ROCKS AMERICA by Nancy Rourke  
(picture shown here: Inspired by Chuck Baird's America and Betty G Miller's 
Amslan Prohibited. With Betty's Amslan Prohibited, the fingers are cut off. This 
time, the fingers are sewn together and blue tape bandaided. Chuck Baird's 
America shows the beauty of the desert, while this American sign shows the 
background of graffiti art, ASL ROCKS spray painted on the door and wall, on the 
street. This means, in America, Deaf people are ASL ROCKS proud with their 
prolonged struggles with AGBELL and its allies, fighting for their human rights.) 
 
 

 
Kathy Fisher-Abraham 
"In My Shoes" 
medium- sketch pad, watercolor pencils and ink  
The teddy bear with the white beard on the right is having his lips sewn and his 
ears patched up so he would be unable to talk nor hear. The bear with the 
eyeglasses says," HEH.. so you've become DEAF.... Now you understand how we Deaf 
people felt." 



 
 

 
David Call 
Deaf Soul Extraction.  
Graphite, Bristol paper, 10x12, 2017 
Every time Eugenic plague doctor performs CI surgery on Deaf baby, he flays Deaf 
baby's skin off and extracts Deaf soul then he sew skin back on. Deaf baby 
becomes an empty shell inside going thru incessant pointless auditory/ CI training. 
They had been deprived of their natural sign language and Deaf identity. Thousands 
of Deaf babies are going thru Deaf soul extraction every year. 
 

 
Ramon Devarez 
Sewing / Stitch and hearing aid motifs 



pencil sketch 
person with hearing aid (laurent clerc) sewing AG Bell's mouth shut with the Sign 
Union flag in the background 
 

 
Amy Cohen Efron 
"This Is Not A Race" 
Digital Art 
There is an idiom, "Stitch in time saves nine." - which basically mean there is a 
'race' to implant young Deaf infants with cochlear implants with hopes that they 
will not be 'language delayed', and helping them to catch up with their peers.  
Seriously, it is not a race... we all need to stop language deprivation, and just 
provide ASL at the very beginning! 
 

 



Shawn Elfrink 
Media: digital art 
Title: Still Bloody Language Deprivation  
Description: this is where I live but I was not born here. This is a symbol of my city  
and we do paid taxes for the public schools  
without knowing that there are some or many Left Behind Deaf children in 
mainstream public schools 
Worth for us to pay property taxes, local tax, state tax and fed tax without 
knowing the results and  
We do not know if they the Deaf children are asking us for help to prevent 
Language Deprivation 
 
 

 
"Open Wounded" 
Laurie Rose Monahan 
digital art 12x5" 
Some traumatized memories which you don't wanted to recall. That ASL sign meant 
"deep scar" (something you never, never forget what happened to you but was 
healed until BAM something came up and it opened your wounded (ripped the 
"stitches"). 
 



 
 
Yusuf Yahya 
Topic: "Lily And Her Daughter Daisy Story" 
Category: Affirmation 
Motif: Stitches 
Material: Collage Art, Cardstock Carton 12 x 12 
Once upon a time, pregnant Deaf woman give birth normal baby daughter but found 
out there are no ears and arms.  
The Deaf single mother named Lilly and her daughter Daisy.  
Lily accepted her daughter's way and who is she.  
The Deaf mother is very difficult to communicate with Daisy, because she don't 
have arms to sign.  
21 years later, the doctor who helped Lily pregnant birth in the hospital.  
Her doctor name Marcel, he came to see at her house and ask her if she want to 
surgery for Daisy's new double ear and arm transplant.  
Daisy chosen not to CI and only wanted for new arms but Lily is full of surprises.  
"Yes Yes Yes, Oh Marcel, you're amazing ... Oh, my daughter Daisy ... As a result of 
your first surgery you will be able to purse your dream to sign with me ...", Lily said 
and started crying.  
Few days later, doctor Marcel defining success after surgery for Daisy's new arms 
transplant.  
Lily is visiting to see her daughter in the hospital when Daisy wake up after surgery.  
Doctor Marcel allowed Lily to communicate with her daughter but Lily surprised ...  
When Daisy's arms moves just started like baby steps and sign "I Love You" 
handshapes.  



Also, Daisy knows ASL when she was little girl and learned a lot from her mother 
signing.  
Lily hugged her daughter as Daisy can hug her mother back.  
Now they can communicate with ASL signs as freedom and beautiful language. 
They're together happily ever after. 
 
 


